Wohl Outlines Dorm Program; Handbok and Movies Planned

With the program to make the dormitory more of a student home already under way, Louis Wohl '57, president of the Student Council, speaking at a meeting of all dorm residents, held Tuesday, October 23, stressed the need for student cooperation to enable the project to achieve its aim of making the dormitory a more comfortable place to live in.

Louis Wohl outlined the two-pronged program designed to achieve the aforementioned objectives. Strict and immediate enforcement of all Residence Hall rules and regulations will be one of the ways of carrying out this program.

Subpoenas to be Issued

Subpoenas will be issued by resident assistants for failure to abide by the regulations. The defendant will then appear before the Review Board, which, through discussion with the defendant, will attempt to reach a satisfactory solution.

If, however, a solution is not reached, the case will then be referred to the Students' Residence Court. The first meeting of the Review Board was held Monday, October 20.

Elected fifth floor representatives to the Student Residence Organization were Louis Ravmon '59, Louis Wasserman, polling 58 votes, and Allen Goldstein '59, who were chosen to represent the fourth floor in elections held Wednesday, October 17.

Paul G. Hoffman, Delegate to U.N., To Receive Award

Paul G. Hoffman, a United States delegate to the United Nations, received Yeshiva University's annual Charter Day Award, at a dinner held Sunday, November 4, at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, revealed Isidore Lipschutz, general chairman of the celebration.

A former president of the Ford Foundation and former board chairman of the Studenbaker-Packard Corporation, Mr. Hoffman was presented the award by Dr. Samuel Belkin, president of Yeshiva University, and Mr. Max J. Era, chairman of the University Board of Trustees.

Javits Principal Speaker

Jacob J. Javits, attorney general of New York State, was the principal speaker at the eleventh Charter Day celebration. Past recipients of this award, established by Morris Morgenstern, prominent realtor and philanthropist, have included the late Thomas J. Watson, Federal Judge Simon E. Soboloff, U. S. Senator Herbert H. Lehman, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, U. S. (Continued on page 4)

Rabbi Wohlberg New Rabbinic Alumni Pres.; Proposes Strengthening Yeshiva-Alumni Ties

Rabbi Harry I. Wohlberg, spiritual leader of Congregation Shomrei Emupah, Brooklyn, has been elected President of the Rabbinic Alumni Association of Yeshiva University. Having served as the Association's Vice President last year, he is thoroughly familiar with the responsibilities of the presidency and looks forward eagerly to the coming year.

In addition to serving as President of the Rabbinic Alumni Association, Rabbi Wohlberg is also Vice President of the Mizrachi Organization of America, a member of the Mizrachi Board of the Rabbinical Council of America and was recently appointed Instructor in Bible at Yeshiva College. He is also an Assistant Professor of Homiletic Literature in R.I.E.T.S.

Receive Lifetime Contract

The youngest American rabbi to be selected as lifetime spiritual leader of a congregation, he was ordained by R.I.E.T.S. in 1932.

and received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Columbia University in 1944. He is presently a candidate for a Doctor of Hebrew Literature degree at Yeshiva University.

Rabbi Wohlberg's outlook concerning Yeshiva is an optimistic one. "The success of Yeshiva lies more in its qualitative than in its quantitative growth," declared Rabbi Wohlberg. "The expansion of physical facilities will not be enough if it is not supplemented by a growth in the depth of learning, in the quality of teaching and in a closer personal relationship between the student and his professors."

"An Alumni Tie Necessary

As President of the Rabbinic Alumni, he proposes to strengthen the ties between Yeshiva and its alumni. He hopes, as part of this policy, to reach all 700 rabbinic alumni with a message of financial support to help keep the United States strong, he declared, for unless America is strong it cannot protect Israel.

Students Offered Accident Coverage

An accident insurance policy, underwritten by the Continental Casualty Company, which costs $6.80 for the school year, has been offered to all students of the College by Student Council, announced Josef E. Fischer '57, president. Students on and off the campus, including those engaged in sports activities, will be covered.

Mr. Fischer strongly urged every student to subscribe to this plan.

Confidence in Stevenson Cited

The major reason presented in favor of Mr. Stevenson was a dissatisfaction with the present foreign policy in particular and the Republican regime in general. Running a close second, however, was a confidence in Mr. Stevenson himself to satisfy the needs of a greater portion of the American public in the future.

The main reason given for the choice of Mayor Wagner was the belief in the principles of the Democratic party and the necessity for maintaining a Democratic majority in Congress.

The support of Mr. Javits declared their main reason to be the fact that they considered him more capable because of his experience in Congress and his basic liberal ideals.

Election Movements at Yeshiva

Whereas the present is the outcome of the national elections, however, 49 per cent of the total number of ballots cast were in favor of Mayor Wagner, and only 19 per cent were for Mr. Javits. The rest of the ballots indicated that a decision had not yet been reached.

Adlai Swamps Ike in College Poll; Wagner 12 to 5 Favorite Over Javits

Adlai E. Stevenson received 92 per cent of the total number of Yeshiva College in a poll of student opinion on the presidential and senatorial elections. The votes cast by the student body of Yeshiva College in favor of Mayor Wagner were 49 per cent, while 24 per cent voted for Mr. Javits. Against those who would do anything to prevent the establishments of a foreign policy bank - atorial race was considered by the supporters of Mr. Javits, attorney general of New York State. Of the total number of ballots cast, 49 per cent were in favor of Mayor Wagner, and only 19 per cent were for Mr. Javits.

Election Joins Race...,

...While he joined the outcome of the election by a majority of 16-1 in favor of Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Stichman, former New York State commissioner of housing and former member of the State Civil Defense Commission, listed actions prejudiced to Israel taken by the Democratic administration.

"While we're Jews, and think like Jews, we must vote as Americans," asserted Mr. Stichman. American Jews must help keep the United States strong, he declared, for unless America is strong it cannot protect Israel.

Students Offered Accident Coverage

By Student Council

An accident insurance policy, underwritten by the Continental Casualty Company, which costs $6.80 for the school year, has been offered to all students of the College by Student Council, announced Josef E. Fischer '57, president. Students on and off the campus, including those engaged in sports activities, will be covered.

Mr. Fischer strongly urged every student to subscribe to this plan.
Israel and Our Foreign Policy

The repeated provocations and hostilities inflicted on Israel by its Arab neighbors, in general, and Egypt, in particular, have led to the recent crisis in the Middle East in which Israel has taken defensive action. As Israel's President told the United Nations, the constant tension existing between Israel and the Arab nations has brought about a situation in which some action was imperative. Life under the constant threat of air attack and more numerous and more deadly weapons, with a definite statement by the Egyptians that they have "wiped out the shame of the defeat by Israel," was becoming impossible. The mounting intensity of the fedayeen raids and other border clashes necessitated Israel's following some definite course of action.

The two possibilities for action in such circumstances are 1) the use of diplomacy and 2) the use of force. The Arab world, however, has repeatedly shown itself to be unwilling to listen to reason. On several occasions, Israel has offered to talk peace and has been rebuffed by Arab leaders. Nasser's unwillingness to listen to reason has been demonstrated most clearly by the affair of the Suez Canal. When the canal was seized by Egypt, the United States prevailed upon England and France to refrain from using force, but rather to attempt to solve the problem by diplomatic means. More than three months have elapsed since the canal was seized, and Great Britain and France have become cognizant of the fact, as Israel had previously, that any negotiations with Nasser are futile.

Under these circumstances, Israel's problem was forced, in order to merely survive, to attack Egypt.

Israel's action has a positive aspect, in addition to its purely defensive characteristics, in that it attempts to rid the Middle East of a dictator dangerous to the peace of the world. Both Great Britain and France now realize the necessity of removing Nasser from power. It is with this realization in mind that they supported the Israeli spearhead into Egypt and themselves are using armed forces to regain the Suez Canal.

The foreign policy of the United States has somehow failed to note the fact that by siding with the United Nations in the Middle East, and, until the incidents of the last week, had been rapidly approaching its potential position as a ruling tyrant of all the Arab nations. This, in fact, is almost certainly Nasser's dream and goal.

It is indeed a sorry spectacle to see the Western democracies split over the fate of a tyrant, and to see a tyranny having high time for the United States to reappraise its policy on The Middle East and wake up to the true significance of Nasser.

The Correct Approach

The establishment of the Student Resident Organization as an affiliate of the Yeshiva College Student Council is a great stride toward perfecting student government in dormitory affairs. It has given added recognition to the students' right, as mature individuals, to govern themselves.

The dual status of the S.R.O. as a single entity and as an affiliate of the Student Council serves to point out both the essential unity of student government and the students' cognizance of those special structures are needed to solve special problems.

The excellent attendance at the dormitory meeting held Tuesday, October 23, was extremely gratifying in that it showed the great interest held by the dormitory students in the program of the S.R.O.

The attempt at alleviating a problem peculiar to the dormitory is the institution of the anti-noise campaign. The method of serving subpoenas to summon defen­dants before a student review board is a judicious one, inasmuch as it may save them the discredit of being subjected to a formal trial.

In the final analysis, however, the reduction of noise in the dormitory depends primarily on how closely dormitory students adhere to the rules and regulations set down for this purpose. We therefore urge all residents to give their full cooperation to this campaign, as well as to other plans of the Student Resident Organization, and thereby make the dormitory a better place to live in.

Wake Up!

The response of the student body to the poll conducted by THE COMMENTATOR regarding the national election illustrated a common interest in and thoughtfulness about national affairs on the part of the student body.

Unfortunately, this excellent attitude is accompanied by severe apathy on the part of the students in regard to elections upon whose outcome they are able to exert a direct effect. In the election for Representative-at-Large to Student Council from the Junior Class, held Wednesday, October 17, only one half of the class cast ballots. The turnout for the dormitory elections held the same day was even worse.

There is no reason why students who obviously realize the significance of a proper choice in a national election, as evidenced by their interest in the problem, should lose sight of their clear duty to participate wholeheartedly in any election which affects them.

We strongly urge all residents to exercise their rights and fulfill their duties by voting in any future election in which they are enfranchised.

Era of New Man is Here

As Foods Hit New Mart

By Norman R. Slonow

Editor's note: We claim all responsibility as to the authorship of articles and information presented in this article. All questions may be submitted to the author and will be accepted as a privilege.

In its relatively short history, Yeshiva has greatly contributed to and benefited from the progress of civilization. Among its contributions are synthesized human beings, walking alarm clocks, and cast-iron stomachs. With due deference to science, however, the most valuable gift Yeshiva has received from progress is the vending machine.

Candy Mini-Shop Sits President

The first vending machine to appear on the Yeshiva scene was the candy mini-shop. Located in the dormitory hall, Candy being the principal form of nourishment on the campus, it is quite understandable that the candy dispenser outstripped the competition with a long line of others and was located in such a convenient place as the laundry room.

An instantaneous success of the soda machine activated the designation, by a few prescient administrators, of a room in the College to house all incoming members of Yeshiva’s family. Ingeniously designed, this capacious cubby-hole has elastic walls, for it would be otherwise impossible to accommodate its seven huge machines, and, during the break between classes, as many as fifty burling students. On days when the weather was bad, properly, the Einstein Anatomy Laboratories have been known to acquire from three to five new machines.

Yeshiva’s famous coffee vendor also stands in you spacious sanctum. Before attempting to operate this device, all students are urged to take the special electronics course offered by the Guidance Department. Aside from producing coffee, with or without cream, sugar, or other ingredients, the machine is quite useful for the student with an acute case of ‘hangover.

The vending machine for solving other problems is quite another story. Who knows about the new fluorescent lights, and how they would affect the rat situation at Yeshiva?

As the student body, we have a terrific organization here to help us catch the rats. As the oldest cat, I’m the ‘Dean of Cats.’ The rats have a council to help them get their message across.

Light Lesions Cat's Advantage

‘We cats see well in the dark, you know. Therefore, the new light has lessened our advantage. However this is outweighed by the fact that nobody trips over us anymore.’

I left the room and all the food memories of happier times in room 443 flashed through my mind for an instant, and then it was forgotten...

As the dormitory seconds were counting, I was outlined in the eyes of the students. I am the only student.

‘Leavon, go on down the stairs and be careful. The road is familiar territory—I still couldn’t see. I greeted the starlings trying to play ball in the dark, instead of an attractive girl. It took a bit longer for the bitter memories to pass.
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On the Sidelines

A Modest Proposal

By Moses Berlin

I have witnessed the tragic circumstances surrounding the general deterioration of the large room in the subterranean portion of this our college building, which is generally referred to as a "gym." I have lamented much over this. However, I have discovered that a solution to the problem will not arise out of lamentation. And so, I have set myself down to construct this proposal, one which I devised not swiftly, but rather after much thought and deliberation.

First, I have ruled out the possibility of repairing the gym. It has been maintained that the gym could be renovated, washed and painted; that adequate lighting could be installed; that the ceiling, which is high enough for crippled athletes, could be altered; and that good equipment could be obtained to replace the old equipment.

These suggestions are obviously not acceptable. For certainly, had they been acceptable, years ago these renovations would have been effected. Since they were not, and since wiser men than I have pondered the problem of the unsuitable gym and haven't offered these suggestions, I certainly am neither capable, nor worthy enough to suggest any such improvements.

These suggestions disposed of, and since the fact that the gym is not appropriately equipped to be a gym in any way, I hereby offer the following solution, which, if implemented, will effectuate the conversion of the now useless gym into useful space.

The very first thing to be done is to move into the space (I shall henceforth refer to the gym as the space) are sealed and airtight. To achieve this isn't as hard as it seems, for the window approach, that we are in a similar condition even now. Next, for uniformity, remove ALL light bulbs from the space.

The College then would have a dark, airtight space, and could put it to good use. I propose that the space be used as a parking lot. I have measured the space, and know exactly which portions of the space fall in the Monday and Wednesday section and in which part it is permissible to park on Tuesdays and Thursdays. I estimate that fifty cars could be parked in the space. This number could be much larger if the cars are lowered into the space, rather than driven in.

At any rate, a friend of mine who is an architect approximates the cost of the complete conversion, including knocking down walls, constructing ramps, etc., would not exceed $75,000. Had the space been renovated in a gym, the cost would have been less than one-thirty-fifth of this amount. For one reason to be discouraged by this proportion.

By using the space as a parking lot, a great service would be extended to the community. Aside from the parking problems being alleviated, contents and other devices could be instituted to determine which people would share the privilege of being permitted to park their cars in the space—the most unusual parking lot in existence.

Aside from the substantial profits to be gained, a great humane service will be tendered to the space. For now, the space sorely suffers from a sorrowful inferiority complex in that it is looked down upon, scorned and held in contempt by many a gym.

As a parking lot, the space would achieve a status of dignity and uniqueness, matched in intensity only by its present mournful state.

This is my proposal. Certainly I know not why to think it up, for I will never be able to drive a car. (My sight was permanently impaired in an accident. Last month, in the very dark gym, I overran the basket and crashed, head on, into a truck. I will gladly detail in all the details of this proposal to have it. I will do this only because I earnestly wish to see the space made useful, for, as we all agree, the space is not a gym.

Al Felds

FT. GEORGE JEWELERS

Watches — Rings — Silverware — Special discounts on house brands—$11.95 — Remingtons—$15.95 etc.
1514 St. Nicholas Avenue

FASS

Stitch Kocher Dressanut and Restaurant

LUNCH AND DINNER SERVED

HUNGARIAN COOKING

78 Nagle Avenue

(Next to New Y.M.H.A.)

From Yeshiva, take Broadway to Nagle Avenue or 317 to Duane Street, one block.

Open till 11:30. Closed All Day Saturday until Sunset

Mr. Morton Schlein has been appointed coach of the Yeshiva College Wrestling Team, replacing Joe Cassius. Mr. Schlein is the coach of the wrestling team at Rutgers and is well known in the collegiate wrestling world.

The team goes into its second year of intercollegiate wrestling with a seven-bout schedule opening December 5 with a match in the Yeshiva gym. It is looking forward to improving on its 1-2 record of last year.

Among the returning matmen who will compete this year are Captains Arnie Singer, Herb Charney, Aaron Friedman, Jonas Prager and Alex Katz. The only newcomers to the squad are Adrian Braun, Murray Nurevitch and Paul Winkler.

The squad faces its major problem in the lightweight divisions. One problem it does not have to fear however, is that of school spirit. Last year an enthusiastic crowd witnessed the squad's initial encounter. This year, five of the nine squad members will be at home, and it is hoped that this will be a contributing factor toward a successful season.

Y.U.A.A. Launches Raffle Campaign

The Yeshiva University Athletic Association has launched a Raffle Campaign, aimed at providing additional funds for the current athletic program, announced Mr. Bernard Sarachek, Yeshiva University Athletic Director. The campaign, which will run until December 1, will be culminated by the drawing of a winning ticket for a 24 inch TV set.

In order to add a greater push to the campaign, Mr. Sarachek announced that a fifty dollar bond will be awarded to the student who sells the most raffles. Also for the retail value of twenty dollars will be awarded to the seller of the winning ticket.

The purchase of a raffle will enable you to make contribution to the December 11 basketball game against King's College.

Columbia Highlights Fencing Schedule; Coach Fearns Apathy

The Yeshiva College Fencing Team has arranged a thirteen-match schedule for the 1956-57 season, announced Arthur Tauber, captain of the fencing champions, was the only college to defeat Yeshiva last year. Coach Tauber feels that this may be the year for the big upset. Led by Captain Paul Peyser and fellow sabreman Erwin Katz, fencer Danny Chill and epee men George Sirog and Josef Fischer, the varsity will be defending one of the best overall college fencing records. Spirit is high, but the team members maintain the cocky attitude that has made adversity appear so small, they may be in for a few surprises. Since the Yeshiva team is one of the outstanding fencing teams in the metropolitan area, most of the teams will be gunning for us.
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Yeshiva University's High Holiday Placement Committee secured 130 High Holiday positions this year, declared Joel Rosenblum '56, chairman. It exceeded an increase of fifteen positions over last year and a financial return of fifty thousand dollars, forty-two percent more than last year's thirty-five thousand.

In explaining the marked improvement in this year's program, Mr. Rosenblum cited the fact that it was under the charge of one man this year, while last year it was administered by three students.

He pointed out, however, that the results might have been even better. Thirty positions remained vacant. Mr. Rosenblum attributed partly to the fact that some people applied but could not become reached for placement. The main reason was that there was a huge demand for cantors as against a shortage of such applicants.

On the other hand, applicants for speaking positions found a surplus of speakers as opposed to intelligence. Psychometric Pattern, and Personalities of Native Born and group work, and rabbinical mathematics. The shortage of openings.

It is among the contributors to the highly publicized Simon is due to be discussed on the next three years from more than 500.

"However," he stated, "the record enrollment of the class of '60, the tide seems to be swelling upward." The figure of 430 includes special students and those on leave.

Israel Perlmutter '58, was elected President, Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer, respectively, of the American Jewish Teachers CoJleges, Thursday, November 15, in Weber's Cafeteria, disclosed Walter Newman '57, chairman of the affair.

The breakdown of registration figures by class is: seniors, 99; juniors, 84; sophomores, 108; and freshmen, 137.

Professor Silverman also reported that registration has dropped in the last three years from more than 500.

Mr. Scher. "This year we need and expect more direct participation from the leaders of the various clubs and athletic activities."